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Bet World Reviews


Please Like Us On Social 
Media… 
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Google Plus
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TODAY’S FREE SPORTS BETTING TIPS… 
TWL Pro Tip 

Win Bet - Fairyhouse 18:15 - Colreevy @ 6/4 


Betting Development 

Win Bet - Lingfield (A.W) 16:25 - Sandra's Secret @ 5/2 


ARH Racing 

Win Bet - Lingfield (A.W) 17:30 - Intermodal @ 4/1 
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Today's Sports Betting Preview - By Rick Elliott


The Top Dogs in Europe Are Playing Tonight  

The Champions League has become the preserve of the European superpowers 
and the richest clubs in the main leagues. There is a correlation between wage 
bill and results in the biggest domestic competition in the world. The days of a 
club like Nottingham Forest becoming champions of Europe are long gone and 
clubs like Real Madrid and Juventus are now the typical winners. They are 
respectively the wealthiest clubs in Spain and Italy and meet tonight in Turin in 
the first leg of their quarter-finals tie in the Champions league in a repeat of last 
year’s final which Real won 4-1.


The squads have not changed significantly since that final in Cardiff and Madrid 
are still the better team with the best players. The Italians were dominated in 
midfield and in fact they are slightly weaker tonight with the absence of a key 
player. Real Madrid have suffered defeats in just two of their last 27 matches in 
the Champions League and have won the trophy three times in the last four 
years. Juve have lost just one of their last 32 home European competition 
meetings and are unbeaten since last November. The logical outcome is the 
DRAW at 23/10 with Betfair.    


Sevilla benefitted from abysmal tactics and a horrible performance from 
Manchester United at Old Trafford in the last round. The first leg in Spain was 
goalless but Jose Mourinho messed up the second match and United were out. 
Bayern Munich won’t be so accommodating in the first leg of their quarter-final 
in Seville. The German champions have scored in all but one of their last 31 
matches and United made Sevilla look better than they are. Away wins in the 
knockout stages of the Champions League are rare but BAYERN MUNICH are 
the bet at 4/6 with Ladbrokes.   


The conditions at Fairyhouse were appalling yesterday and today’s meeting at 
the track is subject to an inspection. Pontefract and Wincanton in Britain have 
already been lost so Lingfield on the All-Weather is the only confirmed fixture. 
After the riches of the All-Weather Championships Finals on Good Friday the 
racing is more mundane and less lucrative. The richest race on the card is the 
six furlongs handicap at 4.25 but the winner only earns about £5.5k. On ratings 
SANDRA’S SECRET is the one to beat and the horse can be backed at 5/2 with 
William Hill. 
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Tuesday’s Horses In Focus - By Unity Racing Investments


Well Here we are in a new month and no real sign of spring yet. We had more 
snow and wintery temps yesterday which played havoc with the racing and has 
been playing havoc with the training regime of some of these horses. 


Todays horses in focus is cut short with only the Lingfield meeting taking place 
but we will try and find a few runners at a track that has treated us well over the 
years. 


Lingfield 2-55 Stakes (Class 5) 5f - A group of early season 2 year olds and one 
that mey look like a bargain purchase for only £7000 SANDY HEARTBEAT 18/1 
is the outsider of the field but her dam was a forward juvenile while I would 
expect the horse to be a miler in time the breeding with Compton place should 
make for plenty of toe. Worth and each way punt and one to watch moving 
forward. 


Lingfield 3-25 Seller (Class 6) 10f - SANDACRES 33/1 or bigger on the 
exchanges has dropped to a very workable mark and has run over inadequate 
trips most of his career. Still a maiden at 5 but only 14 runs and only just being 
stepped up in trip. This horse is bred to be a late developer and with the first-
time tongue tie today could see the horse run a personal best today. Looks like 
a plot horse to me. 


Lingfield 3-55 Stakes (Class 5) 8f - Well we have won with a 100/1 shot before 
so it doesn’t feel so crazy to advise one with a squeak. The horse will need to 
improve but the price is huge compared to the horse’s chance. APEX 
PREDATOR has run in 2 races at a higher level than this and ran with promise 
it's a bet at these odds for sure even each way. I also quite like the look of 33/1 
TESORINA as well. Even though the market makes a match out of the favourites 
there are plenty of unknowns and that makes both look poor value.
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